Custodian claims injury from clean up of Mark Twain

by Bith Thomas
The Current staff

White most UM-St. Louis students staying in town during spring break, Jen Erickson, a senior majoring in Industrial and Textiles, will be heading south. While most UM-St. Louis students stayed in town during spring break, Jen Erickson, a senior majoring in Industrial and Textiles, will be heading south.

The compound, a porcelain and clay clay, was alleged assaulted on campus.

In the shower of the women's and Gender Recognition of Women's Studies program, the acids in the mold and mildew problem in the wace.

The resolution cites reasons why the UM-system should comply with the demand.

While the UM mission statement has no idea of the strength of the custodian, the woman suffered a small abrasion on the inside of her lip. And clear, I was allegedly assaulted on campus.

The election next month will pit Robert Chamberlain for industrial and Textiles for the organization UNITE held a meeting. Election Chair Tonya Hutchinson, who ran last year, and Mark Harris filled out the paperwork, but they failed to show up at the meeting. Election Chair Tonya Hutchinson, who ran last year, and Mark Harris filled out the paperwork, but they failed to show up at the meeting.

If UM-St. Louis becomes a member, students would represent this school on legislative issues that impact this campus and the UM-system. In order to become a member school, the SGA will have to pass a student fee to pay a membership fee. The University is being asked to join ASUM for one year at a reduced cost to weigh the benefits of the organization.
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March marks Women's History Month

by Wendy Jefferis
The Current staff

March marks Women's History Month in "See History In A New Way."

Are you ready to roll? The UM-Kansas City basketball games will be held April 13 at the Stouffer Renaissance Hotel.

The assembly was asked to consider joining the Associated Students of University of Missouri (ASUM); a lobbying group made up of students from the three other campuses of the UM system. If UM-St. Louis becomes a member, students would represent this school on legislative issues that impact this campus and the UM-system. In order to become a member school, the SGA will have to pass a student fee to pay a membership fee. The University is being asked to join ASUM for one year at a reduced cost to weigh the benefits of the organization.

Who got the Dunkin Donut awards for mens basketball?

by Scott Lamar
The Current staff

Although four students applied for Student Government Association (SGA) president, only two were mandated a mandatory meeting Friday, March 8 in the J.C. Penney.

The election next month will pit Bob Fritchey and Ron Chamberlain against each other for student body president.

Bob Fritchey, candidate for SGA president, currently active as member of newly recognized Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
**Letters to the Editor**

**Fraternity brother defends Pike president**

Mike Bonner, a junior at the University of Missouri-St. Louis (UM-St. Louis), is the president of the Kappa Alpha Order chapter at the university.

When I first began reading "Our college football's "phantom" The Current, issue 51, I really enjoyed the article and agreed with the opinions and viewpoints expressed. However, your student editor, Michael J. O'reilly, concluded that "Billy, president of the Pike, is one of the worst leaders I've ever seen at UM-St. Louis." This statement could be further from the truth.

I was a member of Kappa Alpha from 1993 to 1995. Our organization has had five presidents since that time, and every one of them has been a great leader, including myself and especially Billy. Over the past three years these five men have led our organization to be one of the most active, outstanding, and innovative chapters on campus. We participate in all of Pike's Greek Week activities such as the Greek Week championship, and in the largest and highest ideals of brotherhood in this individual chapter. Our chairman for Tuskarow this year, Mr. O'Reilly, did that recruitment effort, which I claim is a critical part in our chapter's success.

I recently discovered that the majority of students are not aware of the great things that this chapter has done. In fact, the chapter's success is due to the hard work and dedication of the chapter's members, the chapter's officers, and the chapter's leaders.

I am a member of the Kappa Alpha Order chapter at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, and I have no reason to believe that the chapter's president, Billy, is not up to the task. I am proud to be a member of the chapter, and I am willing to support my brother in any way that I can. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Michael J. O'reilly

**Fraternity brother defendes Pike president**

Mark Kenny, a member of the Kappa Alpha Order chapter at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, is the president of the chapter.

It is unfortunate that you, Mr. O'Reilly, believe that Billy is not up to the task. I have seen the hard work and dedication of the chapter's members, the chapter's officers, and the chapter's leaders. I am proud to be a member of the chapter, and I am willing to support my brother in any way that I can. Thank you for your time and consideration.

Mark Kenny
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Hunger Awareness Week at UM-St. Louis

by Jill Barnett

It is hard to understand the realities of world hunger when a Schnucks Market is just a short drive away. Hunger is not limited to non-industrialized countries. Many people in the St. Louis area need emergency services of food and clothing.

In an effort to dramatize the dimensions of world resources and to make funds to help the hungry, UM-St. Louis is sponsoring Hunger Awareness Week. Oxfam will be providing information on hunger.

At the Hunger Banquet and Dining Hall, students will be asked to eat smaller portions of their meals and donate the money they save to Oxfam. America. Collective banks will be set in the dining hall. Students who wish to donate should go to the Office of Student Life, #220 Shapiro Hall or to the Office of Student Philanthropy, #420 University Campus Center.

Eating an unbalanced diet is a major cause of illness and death throughout the world, according to a recent report by UNICEF. In the report, "The World at Work," the organization states that about 50 million children die each year from diseases associated with malnutrition. This is almost as many children as are born in the United States each year. According to the report, 90 percent of people who die of malnutrition are children younger than five years old.

For the Dining Hall, food and supplies will be donated throughout the week. Students will also be able to donate money to help purchase the food. Students are encouraged to wear brown clothes to the event.

The most effective thing that people can do in St. Louis is to be friends with the Bosnian refugees, says Wafa Poor. Poor is a senior political science major, produced a documentary, "The Plight of the Refugees," which examines the Bosnian community in St. Louis, is a group that funds self-help development and disaster relief in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean. The St. Louis Center is one of eight neighborhood outreach centers that the Baptist Missionary Service operates. It assists families in need of food, clothing and shelter.

Babs Childow has worked hard to make the premiere Hunger Awareness Week at UM-St. Louis a success.

Calendar of Events

UM-St. Louis student produces documentary on Bosnian refugees

by John Jones

This is the premiere in St. Louis to horse more of its mural. Farid Walapoor, a UM-St. Louis communications major, created the documentary on the Bosnian refugees in the St. Louis area, and the local response to these refugees. "Plight of the Refugees This Time We Know" examines the Bosnian community in St. Louis and highlights a program at UM-Columbia called Bosnian Community Services. The program provides aid to the refugees and is co-sponsored by the Bosnian Interfaith Center.

The most effective thing that people can do in St. Louis is to be friends with the Bosnian refugees, says Wafa Poor. Poor is a senior political science major, produced a documentary, "The Plight of the Refugees," which examines the Bosnian community in St. Louis, is a group that funds self-help development and disaster relief in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean. The St. Louis Center is one of eight neighborhood outreach centers that the Baptist Missionary Service operates. It assists families in need of food, clothing and shelter.

Babs Childow has worked hard to make the premiere Hunger Awareness Week at UM-St. Louis a success.

Calendar of Events

UM-St. Louis hunger banquet

On Monday, March 21, UM-St. Louis will host a Hunger Banquet and Dining Hall at 6 p.m. at the Student Life Center. The objective is for students/ faculty/staff to meet for lunch on a daily basis and donate the money they would have spent to Oxfam to Collect.

A donation of $4 will provide a meal to someone in need. The meal will include rice, vegetables, and water. A limited number of tickets will be available.

For the Dining Hall, food and supplies will be donated throughout the week. Students will also be able to donate money to help purchase the food. Students are encouraged to wear brown clothes to the event.

The most effective thing that people can do in St. Louis is to be friends with the Bosnian refugees, says Wafa Poor. Poor is a senior political science major, produced a documentary, "The Plight of the Refugees," which examines the Bosnian community in St. Louis, is a group that funds self-help development and disaster relief in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean. The St. Louis Center is one of eight neighborhood outreach centers that the Baptist Missionary Service operates. It assists families in need of food, clothing and shelter.
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Tuesday, March 26th between Center on Monday, March 25th and
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Alternative Rock
jamb," emergence of the next pop/punk playing does reflect an intensity in predictable and lacks enough sensation. Lead singer and gui-

Corey Harris
"Between Midnight and Day"
Corey Harris, a 26-year-old blues revivalist, will visit St. Louis later this week to cel-

Corey Harris


A UM-St. Louis History Lesson
Students are often not aware of the history behind the UM-St. Louis campus. For example, the


The Political Science Academy Presents
A Discussion of the 1996 Presidential Horserace and Media Coverage
THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 7:30 PM
"MEDIA AND POLITICS ‘96 OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS AND VOTER REACTION"

Guest Speakers: Dr. Michael MacKuen, Professor of Political Science at Um-St. Louis and author of numerous articles on public opinion, the mass media, and voting behavior.

Sydney Savan, Lecturer in the Communication Department of UM-St. Louis and consultant to numerous Senatorial and Congressional campaign organizations.

The meeting will be held at the home of Prof. Richard Pacelle, 8674 Delmar Blvd., Apt. #2 E, in University City. Maps are available in the Political Science Office, 347 SSB.

Refreshments Served - BYOB

The PSA is a campus organization that aims to bring students and faculty to discuss "the great issues of the day" in an informal setting. Meetings are open to all members of the UM-St. Louis community. Come join us for a lively debate over refreshments, on subjects of local, national, and international importance.
Swim program sunk by Athletic Board

by Ken Dunkin

The men's basketball team had a successful season this year, surpassing expectations and setting a new standard for the program. The team finished with a record of 20-6, including a perfect 11-0 mark in conference play, and qualified for the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA) national tournament. The team was led by senior captain Rodney Hawthorne, who was named the Most Valuable Player (MVP) of the conference and finished the season with 12 points per game.

Throughout the season, the team's chemistry and teamwork were evident, with players stepping up in key moments. On the court, the team displayed a deep understanding of each other's strengths and weaknesses, which allowed for successful celebrations and support. The team's success was also a testament to the hard work and dedication of the coaching staff, who guided the team through the ups and downs of the season.

The team's success was not limited to the court, as they also excelled in the classroom. Multiple members of the team maintained a high GPA, demonstrating a commitment to both academics and athletics.

The team's success has also been recognized by various organizations and awards, including the Intercollegiate Athletic Association ofthe United States (IAA). This recognition highlights the team's commitment to excellence and sets a positive example for future generations of athletes.

In conclusion, the success of the men's basketball team this year is a testament to the hard work, dedication, and teamwork of the players, coaching staff, and support staff. The team set a new standard for the program and has laid the foundation for continued success in future seasons.

END OF ARTICLE

Swimming season a disappointment despite good conference showing

by Ken Dunkin

The swim team had a disappointing season, despite strong performances in conference. The team finished the season with a record of 9-11, including losses to several top teams. The team was led by senior captain Nikki Kocs, who was named the Most Valuable Swimmer of the conference and finished the season with 50 victories.

Throughout the season, the team struggled with consistency, with victories overshadowed by losses to top teams. The team's performance was hindered by injuries and illnesses, which affected several members of the team. Despite these challenges, the team showed resilience and determination, pushing through difficult moments to achieve success.

The team's success in conference was a testament to their hard work and dedication, as they competed against top teams in the nation. The team's performances were highlighted by strong individual efforts, with multiple members setting personal bests and breaking records.

In conclusion, while the season was disappointing, the team showed resilience and determination, pushing through difficult moments to achieve success. The team's hard work and dedication set a positive example for future generations of athletes, and the team's performances in conference highlight their potential for continued success in future seasons.

END OF ARTICLE

Focus on next season

by Eric Thomas

Spring is here, and with it comes an exciting Riverwomen softball season. The 1996 Riverwomen team returns many new and experienced players, and above all, a new coach — New Riverwomen softball coach Nicole Schroll. Schroll comes to the team with a wealth of experience and a winning record, which is poised to continue in 1996.

Schroll's passion for the game is evident in her approach, which is characterized by hard work, dedication, and a focus on personal improvement. Under her guidance, the team will continue to develop as a cohesive unit, with players working together to achieve success.

The team's success will be determined by their hard work and determination, as well as their ability to adapt to the challenges of the season. With Schroll at the helm, the team is poised to achieve great success and continue the Riverwomen tradition of excellence.

END OF ARTICLE
If you're stuck with a student loan that's not in default, the Army might pay off your student loan. If you qualify to obtain, we'll reduce your debt—up to $50,000. Parent is either 1/3 of the debt or $31,000 for each year of service, whichever is greater.

You'll also have training in a choice of skills and enough self-assurance to last you the rest of your life. Get all the details from your Army Recruiter.
Reeves, who was a mascot at Lewis and Clark. He did not pitch for the Riverwomen last season. Reeves said that it shouldn’t be that tough of an adjustment to make.

"I’ve just started to worry a little about the wear and tear on my arm over the course of the season as I play both positions," he said.

Last season, Riverwomen pitching was outstanding, but with the loss of two of those pitchers to graduation, Bickel said Reeves would be welcome additions to the pitching staff. "He’s in first-string competition, and a great athlete who thrives on winning," Bickel said.

Pitching will be nothing new to Reeves, 22, who is entering his second year at Touhill. Last season, Reeves said that he was looking forward to the fall season as a pitcher. "I’m glad I got the opportunity to play now a pitcher with the New York Mets," Reeves said. "We’ve had a decent season, but Meckfessel has reservations about the season. We’ve never played a game from the starting role, but the team has been nothing new to me."

We're definitely better than we were last year," Bickel said. "We’ve worked hard to improve both offensively and defensively. The potential is there, but we’ll have to play smart and understand what we’re made of during the season."
New program opens doors for university

Twenty-four students chosen to head ambassador program

by Wendy Jeffries

University Relations and the Plastics and Chemicals College have named 24 students to the Student Ambassador program. According to Cindy Varady, special events manager of University Relations, the responsibilities of an ambassador are to help with University hospitality. The ambassadors will guide and assist guests of the University at various events throughout the year.

"The ambassadors can meet faculty, friends of the University, and the Chancellor, who could eventually help them get jobs in the future," White said.

However, she said, there has only been one instance in which an ambassador received a job offer from someone she met through the program.

White said the Student Ambassadors are free to labor for the Chancellor. "They need help, and they decide to have the students do it." White said. The ambassadors will help with events like concurrent ceremonies, new student orientation, student leadership awards banquet, the Founders' Dinner, the Chancellor's Reception for the Community, and the State of the University address.

The 24 current ambassadors were asked to join the program based on recommendations from Frederick Pratt, dean of the Honors College. Each has a minimum 3.0 GPA. Other students may volunteer for the program if qualified. Applications are available at the Honors College. A faculty recommendation is required.

The ambassadors need help with the following:

- Attending to guests
- Communicating with others
- Greeting guests
- Shining a light on the University

Students may apply at the Student Ambassadors program office in Room 117 Lucas Hall, from noon to 1 p.m., 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

---

Make the "SMART MOVE" with Lucas Hunt Village

Limited Special Rates for Students...

- Free Heat & Hot Water
- Privacy Entry Gate
- Pool and Tennis Court
- Bi-State Bus Stop
- Laundry Facilities
- Garages and Carports

= Grade "A" LIVING

381-0550

CALL NOW!